Meet Nadine, the social robot that can keep you company

Nadine was born in a laboratory on the campus of the Heidelberg University of Applied Sciences in Germany. The robot with the human-like face has become quite the sensation due to its lifelike appearance. Depending on the environment, Nadine can interact with humans by motion, voice or a combination of both. The robot is mobile and can be programmed to perform various tasks, such as answering questions, playing music, or even cooking a simple meal.

Nadine was designed to help with administrative tasks, such as scheduling appointments or managing patient records. She can also be used to entertain patients during long hospital stays or to provide emotional support to those who are isolated or lonely.

In contrast to other robots, Nadine is not just a tool for scientific research but rather a companion that can bring joy and comfort to those who need it. Her creators believe that she has the potential to revolutionize the way we interact with technology and that she could eventually become a part of our daily lives.